Investigation of mixing time on CarrageenanCellulose Nanocrystals (CNC) hard capsule for drug delivery carrier
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ABSTRACT
Present global market demands for plant based capsule to replace the animal based product. However, plant capsule produces a lower mechanical strength in comparison to gelatin based capsule. In this work, at constant 65 °C mixing temperature, the solution mixing time was varied to investigate the final carrageenan-CNC hard capsule mechanical properties, moisture content and chemical properties. The mixing time increased the solution viscosity and mechanical strength of hard capsule, while reduced the moisture content of the product. High tensile strength was obtained at higher mixing time might indicates uniform dispersion of CNC and increment of hydroxyl bonding in the carrageenan matrix. The disintegration time of hard capsule starts to rupture also increased as the mixing time increased but still disintegrated in less than 15 minutes.
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